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Abstract

This paper investigates EFL student reading speed and describes a quasi-experimental study that attempted to quantify the effects of repeated reading and the use of NLP language patterns in the instructions. An experimental group (n=30) and a control group (n=30) carried out the same timed reading activity three times each lesson for five lessons. The instructions for the experimental group included NLP language patterns designed to promote faster reading. It was shown that the repeated reading is clearly correlated with gains in reading speed. With regard to the NLP language patterns, although there was an increase in mean reading speed, this was not shown to be statistically significant either within the lesson or over the course of the five lessons.
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Introduction

This paper investigates EFL student reading speed and describes a study that attempts to quantify a) the effects of repeated reading and b) the effect of NLP language patterns in activity instructions. These two areas are discussed briefly below.

One of the big challenges facing foreign and second language learners is reading at a rate that facilitates comprehension. Reading too slowly may cause difficulties in the ability to assemble the meaning of the sentences of the paragraph into a congruent whole, probably due to the limitations of short-term memory (Bell, 2001). Various studies indicate that the majority of readers (in English) read at a speed of about 200 words per minute. L2 readers usually read much slower because of their greater emphasis on the meaning of individual words and the resolving of sentence grammatical structures. By helping L2 readers to read more quickly, we can help them reach higher levels of comprehension as well as having all the benefits of being able to read more within a given period of time.

Repeated reading is an activity in which learners read the same text multiple times. The benefits of repeated reading have been discussed by Taguchi et al (2004). It has been shown that repeated reading can raise learner reading rate and that it can ultimately lead to greater comprehension and improved performance in target language usage.

NLP (neuro-linguistic programming) is a field of study that studies how language affects people’s behavior. For the purposes of this study, the language patterns from one NLP model called the Milton Model were used in instructions before a repeated reading activity. The language patterns were designed to encourage readers to read more quickly. In comparison with a simple pedagogic instruction given to a control group (e.g. “Read the text quickly”), giving suggestions to an experimental group to read faster in the form of NLP language patterns is postulated to increase the students’ reading speed. By continuing to give those suggestions over an extended period (5 lessons in this study), the effect of these suggestions could potentially be compounded and a significant difference might emerge between the control group and the experimental group. More examples and explanations of how these language patterns can be used in the classroom are given by Cullen & Mulvey (2012) and Cullen (2017).
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Context

This is a study on the use of repeated reading and NLP language patterns as a means to increase student reading speed. The study was carried out as part of regular coursework in EFL (English as a foreign language) university classrooms in Japan. Two groups of students formed intact samples as an experimental group and a control group. The students’ baseline reading speed in words per minute (wpm) was measured and Figure 1 plots the correlation between TOEIC score and reading speed for both the control group and the experimental group between TOEIC. The range and spread of TOEIC scores is similar in the two groups which was to be expected as they are both advanced English classes.

Experiment Group

Control Group

Figure 1. TOEIC Score and Baseline Reading Speed

Five texts on topics of general interest were selected. They were written to be of general interest for college-level classes. Each text was 500-600 words in length. Figure 2 shows the analysis of readability for the texts using the Flesch-Kincaid Grade Level.

Figure 2. Flesch-Kincaid grade level from Text 1 to Text 5
Hypotheses

- Hypothesis 1: Repeated reading of the same text will increase reading rate for both the control group and the experimental group.
- Hypothesis 2: The experimental group will consistently show higher gains in reading speed than the control group.
- Hypothesis 3: The effects for the experimental group will increase longitudinally compared to the control group over the 5 week period.
- Hypothesis 4: The effects for the experimental group will increase within a single lesson compared to the control group over the repeated reading (1st reading, 2nd reading, 3rd reading).

Methodology

Over a period of five consecutive lessons (one lesson per week), students carried out timed reading activities. The students were given instructions and then one minute to read the text. This was repeated twice to make a total of three readings for each text. Appendix 1 shows the instructions for teachers including scripts for the control group and experimental group for each of the five lessons in the study. To make it easier for students to count, the number of words in each paragraph was printed in a smaller font at the end of each paragraph. The students were asked to read each text three times because pedagogically, repeated reading has been demonstrated to be an effective way of increasing reading speed. If students are fast readers and finish the text, they were told to start re-reading from the beginning again. The students kept records of their reading speeds on paper and submitted this paper at the end of the study. The reading speeds were entered into a spreadsheet and analyzed.

Results

Table 1 summarizes the means of all of the reading activities for the control group (C) and experimental group (E) over the five weeks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TEXT</th>
<th>1ST READING</th>
<th>2ND READING</th>
<th>3RD READING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEXT 1</td>
<td>181.4</td>
<td>183.9</td>
<td>225.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEXT 2</td>
<td>211.3</td>
<td>228.2</td>
<td>262.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEXT 3</td>
<td>190.3</td>
<td>191.2</td>
<td>246.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 1. Mean reading speed of each group

In order to account for the possibility of different starting baseline speeds for the control and experimental groups, the baseline for reading speed was established using Text 1. A two-sample t-test for the baseline speeds (p=0.87) indicated that there was no significant difference in the baseline reading speeds of the control group and the experimental group.

The correlation plots between the five texts is given in Figure 3 to illustrate that there is high correlation (0.75 < Pearson r < 0.87, p<0.001) between the reading rates in the 1st reading speeds on the different texts. In other words, the relative reading rates of all students is consistent between the five different texts.

Figure 3. Correlations between Reading Speeds on each Text
We now consider each of the four stated hypotheses one by one.

**Hypothesis 1:** Repeated reading of the same text will increase reading rate for both the control group and the experimental group.

This hypothesis is strongly supported by the very low p-values shown in Table 2, and it is clear that repeated reading of the same text is an effective method of increasing reading rate.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TEXT 1</th>
<th>1st -&gt; 2nd</th>
<th>2nd -&gt; 3rd</th>
<th>1st -&gt; 3rd</th>
<th>1st -&gt; 2nd</th>
<th>2nd -&gt; 3rd</th>
<th>1st -&gt; 3rd</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CONTROL</td>
<td>2.05E-14</td>
<td>1.41E-05</td>
<td>1.64E-16</td>
<td>1.29E-08</td>
<td>9.61E-09</td>
<td>1.74E-11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXPERIMENTAL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. P-values for paired t-tests between 1st, 2nd, 3rd readings for control and experimental tests

**Hypothesis 2:** The experimental group will consistently show higher gains in reading speed than the control group.

As can be seen in Table 2 above, there was a consistently higher mean reading speed by the experimental group throughout all of the readings and texts. To ascertain whether the increased means are statistically significant, independent t-tests were carried out between control and experimental groups for each text and reading pair. These are shown in Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TEXT 1</th>
<th>1ST READING</th>
<th>2ND READING</th>
<th>3RD READING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEXT 1</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEXT 2</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEXT 3</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEXT 4</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEXT 5</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. p-values for independent t-tests between control/experimental pairs
P-values range from a low of 0.15 (indicating an 85% probability that the increase in reading speed is significant) to a high of 0.92 (indicating an 8% probability that the increase in reading speed is significant. The average p-value is 0.57 indicating that the null hypothesis cannot be rejected. In other words, random variation may account for the differences in reading speed between the control group and experimental groups, so despite a promising trend, hypothesis 2 is rejected in this study.

**Hypothesis 3:** The effects for the experimental group will increase longitudinally compared to the control group over the 5 week period.

Figure 4 graphs the change in p-values between Text 1 and Text 5, thus showing the changing probability that there is a significant difference between the control group and the experimental group (lower p-values express greater significance). There are several jumps in the graph and there is no clear linear relationship between the p-values and the text, so hypothesis 3 is rejected in this study.

![Figure 4](image_url)

**Figure 4. Change in p-values from Text 1 to Text 5**

It is likely that the jumps in the graph are at least partly due to differences in the readability of the five texts. Figure 2 above showed a graph the Flesch-Kincaid grade level for the five texts. A higher score indicates increased difficulty in readability. Comparing this with the shape of Figure 4, although it does not mirror the p-values graph perfectly, it highlights the different readability levels of the texts and the importance of matching text readability in future studies.
Hypothesis 4: The effects for the experimental group will increase within a single lesson compared to the control group over the repeated reading (1<sup>st</sup> reading, 2<sup>nd</sup> reading, 3<sup>rd</sup> reading).

This hypothesis is investigating the short-term effects of the language patterns used for the experimental group. Table 4 shows the p-values for t-tests between the control and experimental groups for the difference between 1<sup>st</sup> and 3<sup>rd</sup> readings. If the hypothesis were true, we would expect to see lower p-values for the experimental group. This is not supported by the data, so hypothesis 4 is rejected in this study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TEXT</th>
<th>CONTROL</th>
<th>EXPERIMENTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TEXT 1</td>
<td>2.33E-12</td>
<td>1.74E-11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEXT 2</td>
<td>1.08E-11</td>
<td>2.36E-11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEXT 3</td>
<td>1.03E-11</td>
<td>4.27E-11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEXT 4</td>
<td>9.76E-12</td>
<td>1.54E-11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEXT 5</td>
<td>4.31E-10</td>
<td>2.46E-09</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. p-values for t-test between control and experimental groups for 1<sup>st</sup> to 3<sup>rd</sup> readings

Conclusion

This study has been useful in confirming the positive correlation between repeated reading and reading rate (hypothesis 1), and it is recommended that all EFL/ESL reading classes incorporate repeated reading in some form. The other hypotheses investigated the effect of NLP language patterns in the instructions on reading rate consistently (hypothesis 2), over the longitudinal period of the study (hypothesis 3) and over the short-term period of a single lesson in repeated reading activities (hypothesis 4). Although there was a clear increase in the mean reading speeds of the experimental groups, these were not found to be statistically significant at the standard confidence level of 95%. In other words, the increase in mean reading speeds can be explained by random variation in the sample data. Therefore, while this idea shows promise, the effect of NLP language patterns in instructions was found to be not significant in this study.

In order to investigate this area more rigorously, some suggestions which have arisen in the course of this study are given below to act as improvements in future research design.

- The short-term effects of language patterns within a single lesson could possibly be better determined by setting a baseline for both the control group and the experimental group in every lesson. In other words, both groups would initially be given the simple instruction: “Read the
text.” This would enable the analysis to make comparisons between the short-term effects of the language patterns. As this would potentially reduce the long-term effects of the language patterns, it would be more straightforward to carry out a separate research study into these short-term effects.

- The timed readings in the current study were only one minute in length. This brevity likely caused ‘edge’ effects in the reading. By ‘edge’ effects, we mean that getting started and stopped can interrupt the flow of reading. A longer period for the reading would lessen the impact of these edge effects.

- Repeating the same language patterns each week is useful from an experimental research point of view. However, from a pedagogical perspective, it sounds contrived and at least some students undoubtedly recognize that the instructions are standardized which may impact on the effect. Future scripts need to have more variation or allow the teacher more flexibility in utilizing local context in the language patterns while still following the basic patterns of the Milton model.

- It would be useful to randomize participants into the control and experimental groups. This cannot be easily achieved in a classroom setting with intact research groups, so the possibilities of carrying out the reading exercises on computer are currently being investigated. This would have other additional advantages such as automating the word count and making data analysis easier.

- Because it was an EFL language class, the instructions were given in L2. This may have had some effect since there was no way to know how much of the instructions and language patterns were comprehended by the learners. To remove this issue, the instructions and language patterns could be given in L1. As with the previous suggestion, this could also be easily carried out on computer.

- One essential feature in future research is the addition of a comprehension check to ensure that participants actually read the texts. For example, Huffman (2014) followed the texts with simple YES/NO comprehension question to ensure that reading speed gains did not come at the cost of comprehension.

- This study investigated both the effects of repeated reading and the effects of NLP language patterns, a dual focus which overly complicated the study design. A simpler future design which removed the repeated reading aspect would be more robust.

The authors are planning to carry out similar studies in the near future implementing as many of these suggestions as possible. In this way, the effect of specific language patterns in instructions can be identified more clearly and the results can ultimately inform teacher practice.
Appendix 1

Students were divided (according to pre-existing classes) into control group and experimental group.

Week 1
A baseline reading speed is established by giving the simple pedagogic instruction to “read the text quickly” to both groups.

Control Group & Experimental Group: Follow the instructions and script for the control group

Weeks 2-5
Control Group: Follow the instructions and script for the control group
Experimental Group: Follow the instructions and script for the experimental group

Control Group Instructions
Say: “You are going to check your reading speed. You will read a text three times. If you finish the text, go back to the beginning and keep reading.”
Distribute one copy of the text to each student.
Prepare a one-minute timer. Start the timer when you say “go”.
Say: “Read the text quickly. You have one minute. OK, 3-2-1, go.”

When the timer goes off:
Say “Stop. Underline the last word that you read.”
Say: “Read the text quickly a second time. Start from the beginning again. You have one minute. OK, 3-2-1, go.”

When the timer goes off:
Say “Stop. Underline the last word that you read.”
Say: “Read the text quickly a third time. Start from the beginning again. You have one minute. OK, 3-2-1, go.”

When the timer goes off:
Say “Stop. Underline the last word that you read.”
Say: “Count the number of words that you read on the first, second and third reading.”
Write your numbers in the table.
Also write your speeds on your reading speed graph.”

Experimental Group Instructions
Say: “You’ve read a lot of English in your life. And I’m sure you are able to read English much more quickly now that you did before, aren’t you? Of course, as you study English each week, you are naturally learning to read more quickly.”
Today, to help you to learn to read more quickly, you are going to check your reading speed. You will read a text three times. If you finish the text, go back to the beginning and keep reading.”

**Distribute one copy of the text to each student.**

**Prepare a one-minute timer. Start the timer when you say “go”.**

Say: “Read the text quickly. You have one minute. OK, 3-2-1, go.”

**When the timer goes off:**

Say “Stop. Underline the last word that you read.”

Say: “Now that you have read the text once, you are more relaxed and ready, and you might be curious about how you can read more quickly. You have read the text once and that means that you can read it more quickly this time. And when you read faster, you can do your homework quicker, and that’s a good thing, isn’t it?”

**Prepare a one-minute timer. Start the timer when you say “go”.**

So read the text quickly a second time. Start from the beginning again. You have one minute. OK, 3-2-1, go.”

**When the timer goes off:**

Say “Stop. Underline the last word that you read.”

Say: “Many of you discovered that you were able to read more the second time. That’s right. Just by reading the text again, you can begin to read more quickly because you are familiar with the text and you can let your eyes move more smoothly across the page. And this is the third time, so you can begin to enjoy reading more as you learn to read more quickly.

So Read the text quickly a third time. Start from the beginning again. You have one minute. OK, 3-2-1, go.”

**When the timer goes off:**

Say “Stop. Underline the last word that you read.”

Say: “Count the number of words that you read on the first, second and third reading.”

Write your numbers in the table.

Also write your speeds on your reading speed graph.”
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